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Abstract
Dysfunctional expectations and interpersonal problems are associated with depression, so we measured expected emotions 
towards interaction partners and compared them with actual emotions. We hypothesized that, between persons, individuals 
with higher subclinical depression would display stronger, more stable, and less accurate negative expectations. Within per-
sons, we hypothesized that momentary negative expectations would predict subsequent negative affect. Fifty-three students 
completed 6 days of Experience Sampling, consisting of one morning expectation-assessment (9 am), three assessments 
on actual interpersonal emotions (1 pm, 5 pm, 9 pm), and six random affect-assessments. We regressed expected emotions, 
experienced emotions, expectation fluctuations, and expectation violations on subclinical depression. Using mixed model 
analyses, we further examined whether negative expectations preceded negative affect, and whether expectation violations 
preceded adjustments of expectations. Higher subclinical depression predicted more negative expectations. Within persons, 
worse-than-expected interpersonal interactions preceded negative affect whereas better-than-expected interactions preceded 
reductions of negative expectations. Despite problems with skewed data, our approach appears well-suited to examine inter-
personal expectations in vivo.

Keywords ViolEx model · Expectation violation · Experience sampling method (ESM) · Ecological momentary assessment 
(EMA)

Introduction

Negative views of the future are a central aspect of major 
depressive disorder (MDD). For example, the influential 
cognitive triad of depression acknowledges negative cogni-
tions directed towards the future, the world, and the self as 
a key aspect of depressive disorders (Beck et al., 1974). Fur-
ther, the hopelessness theory of depression (Abramson et al., 
1989) posits that adverse childhood experiences can facili-
tate the development of negative inferential styles, which 
in turn lead to hopelessness and finally to depression when 
an individual is confronted with negative life events (for a 

review, see Liu et al., 2015). According to Abramson et al. 
(1989), the content domain of a person’s inferential styles 
functions as a vulnerability when a person is confronted with 
stressors in that same domain, meaning that a person who 
shows elevated sensitivity for interpersonal events might 
develop symptoms when confronted with social rejection 
(for a review of the various altered interpersonal processes in 
depression, see Hames et al., 2013). In accordance with the 
hopelessness theory, one of the core criteria of MDD is the 
presence of “depressed, sad, hopeless (…)” mood (American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013, p. 163).

Recently, negative cognitions about the future have 
received renewed attention in the “ViolEx” model (Rief 
& Joormann, 2019; Rief et al., 2015). As the name sug-
gests (ViolEx is short for violation of expectations), the 
model focuses on a specific subtype of negative cogni-
tions, namely expectations, which can be described as 
future-directed cognitions that refer to the likelihood of a 
specific event or experience to occur (Kube et al., 2020a). 
The model proposes that situation-specific negative 
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expectations about future events are at the core of the 
formation and maintenance of mental disorders, such as 
depression (Rief & Joormann, 2019; Rief et al., 2015). 
As indicated by the term “situation-specific”, the work 
by Rief et al. focuses on expectations regarding specific 
real-world situations rather than generalized hopeless-
ness or pessimism, which they nonetheless acknowledge 
as important underlying processes (Kube et al., 2020a). 
Empirical studies support the notion that situation-specific 
negative expectations about future events are predictive of 
depressive symptoms in cross-sectional and longitudinal 
observational designs (Kube et al., 2018a, 2018c).

At the core of the ViolEx model are so-called “expec-
tation violations”, meaning the mismatch of expectations 
and actual experiences (Rief & Joormann, 2019). Spe-
cifically, the model ascribes importance to the way these 
expectation violations are processed (Kube et al., 2020a). 
Whereas healthy participants adaptively change a nega-
tive expectation in response to a disconfirmed expectation, 
the model suggests that people with depression (or other 
disorders) fail to update negative expectations about the 
future, contributing to the maintenance of symptoms. The 
ViolEx model complements established theories well, as 
indicated by findings that situation-specific dysfunctional 
expectations mediate the effect of “intermediate beliefs” 
(Beck, 2011, p. 189) on depressive symptoms (Kube et al., 
2018a).

Situation-specific expectations have been studied in dif-
ferent contexts, such as expectations about one’s perfor-
mance in a task (Kube et al., 2019b), the ability to regulate 
emotions (Kube et al., 2017), or the intensity and con-
trollability of intrusions (Herzog et al., 2022). Expecta-
tions that received very limited empirical attention so far 
(D’Astolfo et al., 2020) are situation-specific expectations 
about interpersonal interactions. This paucity is surpris-
ing given that interpersonal expectations are an impor-
tant aspect of the ViolEx model, as indicated by the fact 
that two of four subscales of the Depressive Expectations 
Scale capture expectations about social interactions (Kube 
et al., 2017). In fact, depression and interpersonal inter-
actions are closely intertwined. In comparison with non-
depressed controls, people with MDD show altered facial 
expression, eye contact, and nonverbal gestures (Hames 
et al., 2013). They tend to alternate between excessive 
reassurance seeking to achieve self-enhancement (Starr 
& Davila, 2008) and negative feedback seeking aiming 
at self-verification (Hames et al., 2013; Wakeling et al., 
2020). Further, depressed individuals show social anhedo-
nia (Atherton et al., 2015), increased sensitivity to social 
rejection (Gao et al., 2017), and increased negative affect 
in response to momentary social stressors (van Winkel 
et al., 2015). Given these interconnections between depres-
sion and interpersonal processes, the present paper aims at 

examining the ViolEx model’s predictions in the context 
of interpersonal interactions.

Applying the ViolEx model to interpersonal interactions 
is a difficult endeavor. First and foremost, assessments of 
expectations evidently need to be prospective, meaning that 
longitudinal designs of some sort are necessary to measure 
expectations regarding a situation before the situation occurs 
(e.g., longitudinal experimental designs; Kube et al., 2018b). 
Beyond this general caveat, interpersonal interactions are 
best understood in a person’s idiosyncratic context due to 
inter-individual differences concerning the number and qual-
ity of interactions (Wilson et al., 2015) as well as interaction 
partners who might trigger certain interpersonal behavior 
(Meehan et al., 2018). Given these challenges, the assess-
ment of interpersonal expectations warrants a method with 
high ecological validity, such as the Experience Sampling 
Method (Myin-Germeys et al., 2009, 2018). ESM studies use 
diary-like self-reports to capture momentary feelings, symp-
toms, and other variables of interest repeatedly throughout 
the day in participants’ everyday lives. This method can be 
used to capture prospective expectations regarding antici-
pated meetings with real-world interaction partners (i.e., 
before the meeting takes place), while being unaffected by 
depressive recall biases (Ben-Zeev & Young, 2010; Urban 
et al., 2018). Further, ESM allows examining the stability 
of these expectations over time as well as their accuracy by 
comparing them with actual interpersonal experiences (i.e., 
expectation violations).

To the best of our knowledge, no study has examined 
situation-specific interpersonal expectations in a prospective 
ESM design as of yet, but the overarching idea is not new. 
In fact, several studies have used such designs to examine 
expectations regarding mood and pleasure in everyday life 
(Li et al., 2019; Thompson et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017; 
Zetsche et al., 2019). In the present study, we draw on this 
“affective forecasting” research (Mathersul & Ruscio, 2019) 
inasmuch as we operationalized interpersonal expectations 
as expected negative emotions towards an interaction part-
ner. This approach yields an index that is inter-individually 
comparable despite the idiosyncrasies of interpersonal inter-
actions and that is well established in ESM research on inter-
personal interactions (Liu et al., 2018).

Based on the ViolEx model, we have formulated sev-
eral hypotheses. On a between-person level, we hypoth-
esized that individuals with higher subclinical depressive 
symptoms would display (a) stronger, (b) more stable, 
and (c) less accurate negative expectations. The remain-
ing hypotheses referred to the immediate effects of nega-
tive interpersonal expectations as well as experiences 
on current mood on a within-person level (e.g., does 
thinking about an upcoming unpleasant meeting result in 
feelings of sadness, anger, distress, etc. shortly after?). 
We hypothesized that (d) stronger momentary negative 
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expectations (i.e., anticipated negative emotions) as well 
as (e) stronger negative experiences (i.e., actually expe-
rienced negative emotions) would predict an increase 
in subsequent negative affective states during the same 
day within persons. Also, we hypothesized that (f) viola-
tions of expectations (i.e., both better-than expected and 
worse-than-expected interpersonal interactions) would be 
associated with subsequent changes in negative affective 
states within persons. Specifically, we hypothesized that a 
worse-than-expected interaction would be associated with 
increased subsequent negative affect. Finally, we hypoth-
esized that (g) positive expectation violations would pre-
dict reductions of negative expectations in subsequent 
interpersonal interactions with the same interaction part-
ner, and (h) that the reduction of negative expectations 
would be lower in people endorsing higher subclinical 
depressive symptoms. The latter hypothesis was aimed 
at testing the assumption that negative expectations are 
“immune” to correcting positive experiences in people 
with elevated depressive symptoms (Rief & Joormann, 
2019).

Methods

Recruitment

We recruited undergraduate psychology students who took 
part in the study for course credits. Participants were eligible 
if they were at least 18 years of age and reported no men-
tal disorder. The ethics committee of the Faculty of Human 
Sciences at the University of Bern approved the study (ID 
#2016-05-00006).

Procedures

Assessments took place between August and November 
2016. Initial, so-far unpublished, analyses of the dataset 
focused on motivational incongruence using a network 
approach (Lüdtke et al., in preparation). In the light of recent 
theoretical (Rief & Joormann, 2019) and empirical advances 
in the field (e.g., Zetsche et al., 2019), we decided to revisit 
the data. Figure 1 shows the study design.

All participants provided written informed consent before 
the start of the study. The baseline assessment consisted of 

Fig. 1  Study flow

1. Consent 

Participants gave written informed consent, provided an e-mail

address to receive the invitation for the baseline online 

assessment, and received the ESM study smartphone 

2. Baseline

Self-report online assessment of sociodemographics, the 

Depression Anxiety Stress Scales (DASS), and other self-

report scales that were not relevant for the present analyses

3. ESM

Six days of ESM assessments (10 assessments per day):

- one prospective ESM assessment on expected emotions 

regarding up to three interpersonal interactions, 

- three retrospective ESM assessments on actual emotions 

during interactions 

- 6 pseudo-random assessments of momentary affect

4. Debriefing

After completing the ESM phase, participants returned the

study smartphones and completed an unstructured 

assessment of technical difficulties as well as burden caused 

by ESM assessments
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an array of online questionnaires as well as a face-to-face 
meeting, in which participants received a study smart-
phone and detailed instructions on how to use it. The ESM 
assessment phase began after the baseline assessment (days 
between baseline and ESM: M = 5.7, SD 5.4) and was sched-
uled to last 6 days. We disabled all functions of the study 
smartphones except for the ESM program ‘movisensXS’, 
version 0.8.4211 (movisens GmbH, Germany). There were 
10 ESM assessments per day. Four assessments occurred 
at fixed times, namely at 9 a.m. (prospective assessment), 
as well as 1 p.m., 5 p.m., and 9 p.m. (retrospective assess-
ments). Six additional assessments of momentary nega-
tive affect occurred at pseudo-random times between 9:30 
a.m. and 9:30 p.m. with a minimum distance of 60 min in 
between.

Measures

Baseline measures

Participants completed an extensive baseline assessment of 
self-report questionnaires. For the sake of brevity, we will 
focus on measures that are relevant for the analyses pre-
sented here. We administered the German version (Nilges 
& Essau, 2015) of the Depression Anxiety Stress Scales 
(DASS-21). For psychometric properties of the English 
scales see Antony et al. (1998). On three subscales, the 
DASS-21 measures depression, anxiety and stress. Partici-
pants rated how much each statement applied to them over 
the past week. Response options ranged from 1 (“Did not 
apply to me at all”) to 4 (“Applied to me very much, or 
most of the time”). For the German version, internal con-
sistencies of the subscales range from α = 0.78 for the stress 
subscale to α = 0.91 for the depression subscale. In our sam-
ple, similar values were achieved, with the highest value for 
the depression subscale (α = 0.87), which we used in the 
analyses, followed by the stress (α = 0.80) and the anxiety 
subscales (α = 0.79). The DASS-21 is designed to capture 
symptoms both in clinical and non-clinical samples (Antony 
et al., 1998), making it a suitable choice for our non-clinical 
student sample.

Prospective ESM assessment

At 9 a.m. each morning, participants completed the prospec-
tive ESM assessment. First, we asked whether an interper-
sonal interaction was scheduled/anticipated for the morning 
(9 a.m. to 1 p.m.), noon (1p.m. to 5 p.m.), or afternoon/
evening (5 p.m. to 9 p.m.) of the same day. If the participant 
responded with “yes”, we asked them to report the gender of 
the person, their relationship with them (partner, colleague, 
fellow student, etc.), and who initiated the meeting. If they 
planned to interact with several persons during a specific 

timeframe, participants were instructed to choose the person 
that was most important to them. If there was no anticipated 
interaction, participants could skip the respective section 
of the prospective assessment. We used participants’ rat-
ings of how they expected to feel towards their interaction 
partner (“How will you feel towards your interaction part-
ner?”) to measure interpersonal expectations. Participants 
rated each of the following emotional states: sad, angry, 
ashamed, happy, proud, content, scared, contemptuous, and 
guilty. Ratings were provided on 7-point Likert-scales rang-
ing from “not at all” to “very” (e.g., “not angry at all” to 
“very angry”). We calculated the scale “negative interper-
sonal expectations” as the mean score of the items “sad”, 
“angry”, “ashamed”, “scared”, and “guilty”.

Retrospective ESM assessments

Three retrospective ESM assessments were scheduled at 1 
p.m., 5 p.m., and 9 p.m. Participants reported whether the 
expected interaction took place and whether it was termi-
nated prematurely. If the interaction took place, participants 
rated how they actually felt during the interaction, using the 
same aforementioned items (i.e., “sad”, “angry”, “ashamed”, 
“scared”, and “guilty”), resulting in a score of the actual 
negativity of the interpersonal experience. If an interac-
tion was cancelled, we asked participants to guess how they 
would have felt during the interaction but these ratings were 
not considered in the present study.

Expectation violations (combination of prospective 
and retrospective ESM assessments)

Expectation violations were operationalized as the differ-
ence between a retrospective (i.e., experience-based) and 
a prospective (i.e., expectation-based) rating of negative 
emotions for a specific interpersonal interaction (expectation 
violation interaction i = negative experience interaction i – nega-
tive expectation interaction i). Hence, a positive value indi-
cates that the actually experienced negative emotions were 
stronger than anticipated, so the interaction was “worse than 
expected”. For certain analyses, we considered only better-
than-expected expectation violations (see Table 4), which 
we recoded so that higher values represent stronger positive 
expectation violations.

Pseudo‑random ESM assessments of affect

At pseudo-random times between 9:30 a.m. and 9:30 p.m., 
participants reported positive and negative emotional states 
using a short version of the Positive and Negative Affect 
Schedule (PANAS; Watson et al., 1988) called PANAVA-KS 
(Schallberger, 2005). The 10-item scale was developed for 
ESM research specifically and it covers positive activation 
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(four items), negative activation (four items), as well as 
valence (two items) on 7-point Likert scales ranging from a 
positive to a negative pole (e.g., from relaxed to distressed). 
For the present analyses, we computed momentary nega-
tive affect as the mean score of the following items: distress 
(relaxed to distressed), anger (peaceful to angry), sadness 
(sad to happy), worry (free from worry to worried), and dis-
satisfaction (satisfied to dissatisfied). Higher ratings either 
reflect less positive or more negative affect, but we will refer 
to “negative affect” throughout to simplify the terminology.

Internal consistency of ESM measures

The nested structure of ESM assessments clustered within 
participants requires a reliability measure which takes the 
dependency of assessments into account (Bonito et  al., 
2012; Nezlek, 2017), so we relied on a multilevel procedure 
proposed by Bolger and Laurenceau (2013, pp. 127–138). 
Using the VARCOMP command in SPSS version 27 
(IBM SPSS Statistics, RRID:SCR_016479), we obtained 
the time*person variance as well as the error variance to 
assesses the reliability of within-subject change over time, 
indicating whether there is “adequate systematic time x per-
son variance” in a dataset (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013, p. 
137). In addition to the multilevel reliability, we report the 
classical Cronbach’s α, using data from the first assessment 
per participant.

Multilevel reliability scores were .70 for the negative 
expectations scale, .69 for the negative experiences scale, 
and .79 for the negative affect scale. The cross-sectional 
Cronbach’s α values were α = .83 for the negative expecta-
tions scale, α = .65 for the negative experiences scale, and 
α = .73 for the negative affect scale.

Power considerations

The target sample size was initially set to n = 50 based on 
the recommendation that intensive longitudinal Experience 
Sampling studies require sample sizes of at least n = 50 at 
level two (i.e., participants in this case) to avoid biased esti-
mates of second-level standard errors (Maas & Hox, 2005). 
Upon revisiting the dataset to conduct the analyses presented 
here, we did not perform additional a priori power calcu-
lations. However, we considered the existing dataset to be 
large enough to answer the questions at hand based on pre-
vious studies in the field, such as an observational study 
of situation-specific dysfunctional expectations in a student 
sample (Kube et al., 2018a), which found medium to large 
correlations between dysfunctional expectations and the 
Beck’s Depression Inventory II (contemporaneous: r = .63, 
1-year lag: r = .46).

Data preparation

We provided the option to access ESM questionnaires 
manually so that participants could catch up on prompted 
assessments that were missed. For some participants, this 
resulted in multiple entries for the same assessment (e.g., 
two retrospective emotion ratings for the same interper-
sonal interaction). If there was more than one fully and 
timely completed rating, we retained the later rating as 
the participant likely corrected their initial response (this 
applied to 27 out of 3982 cases, corresponding to 0.7%).

The first hypothesis of the present study was that indi-
viduals with higher subclinical depressive symptoms show 
stronger negative expectations, less variability of negative 
expectations, and stronger expectation violations, averaged 
across the whole 6-day ESM period (i.e., one index per 
participant). We aggregated negative expectations and 
negative experiences by computing the person-mean of 
ratings across the 6-day assessment period, whereas the 
variability of negative interpersonal expectations was 
operationalized as the day-to-day person-SD across the 
6 days. To obtain an aggregated value of expectation vio-
lations, we computed the difference between each inter-
personal expectation and the corresponding interpersonal 
experience and computed the person-mean. This value 
indicates whether participants showed a general “bias” 
towards too optimistic vs. pessimistic expectations across 
interpersonal interactions.

Analyses

Between‑person analyses of aggregated ESM data

The aggregated scores of negative expectations and sub-
clinical depressive symptoms showed skew with a high 
proportion of participants that reported no or almost no 
depressive symptoms and negative expectations, respec-
tively. Skew indices were 1.69 (SE = 0.33) for negative 
expectations and 1.57 (SE = 0.04) for subclinical depres-
sive symptoms. To account for this skew (and to facilitate 
the interpretation of planned moderation analyses), we ini-
tially planned to conduct a median split to dichotomize the 
sample based on subclinical depressive symptoms. How-
ever, as median splits have received considerable criticism 
and may lead to loss of information (McClelland et al., 
2015), we decided to conduct a conventional linear regres-
sion analyses with bias corrected and accelerated (BCa) 
bootstrapping (5000 samples) to obtain robust significance 
estimates. For descriptive purposes, we nonetheless pre-
sent baseline characteristics for high versus low depressive 
symptoms based on the median split in Table 1.
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Precursors of moment‑to‑moment fluctuations of negative 
affect

In addition to aforementioned between-person analyses, 
which make only limited use of the intensive longitudinal 
within-person ESM data, we conducted lagged regression 
mixed model analyses (LMM), which allow examining the 
moment-to-moment fluctuations of variables and their pre-
cursors within persons. LMM account for the clustering of 
occasions nested within participants, which is defining for 
ESM and other longitudinal research designs, while also 
flexibly handling missing data (Twisk, 2019, p. 150). All 
models included random intercepts but no random slopes. 
For moderation analyses, we included subclinical depressive 
symptoms as a predictor at the person-level and added the 
“predictor x subclinical depression” interaction.

LMM effects are comprised of two components, namely 
a within-person effect and a between-person effect. We were 
interested primarily in the within-person effect as it repre-
sents the moment-to-moment fluctuations within persons. 
Therefore, we person-mean centered predictor variables by 
computing the within-person mean of the predictor variable 
(e.g., negative expectations) and subtracting each value from 
it. Expectation violations were not centered as they were 
calculated as within-person difference scores, which do not 
require centering. If there was no within-person effect of 
moment-to-moment fluctuations, we followed up on the 
analyses with so-called “hybrid models” (Twisk, 2019, p. 
139), which include both the person-mean centered predic-
tor as well as the person-mean itself, allowing to disentangle 
within- from between-person effects. We conducted separate 
LMMs to explore the effect of negative interpersonal expec-
tations, negative experiences, and expectation violations on 
subsequent negative affect.

Precursors of expectation adjustments

The ViolEx model predicts that individuals with depression 
retain dysfunctional negative expectations despite experienc-
ing disconfirming positive expectation violations. To test 
this assumption, we identified participants who interacted 

with the same interaction partner repeatedly during the ESM 
period (using nicknames that participants provided for their 
interaction partners) and examined the effect of positive 
expectation violations on subsequent changes of negative 
expectations (expectation adjustment person i, t0 = negative 
expectation person i, t0 – negative expectation person i, t-1). Sub-
sequently, we examined whether the effect was contingent on 
subclinical depressive symptoms using an interaction term.

Results

Participant characteristics and adherence

A total of n = 55 participants completed the baseline assess-
ment. We had to exclude two participants because they com-
pleted less than 33% of the scheduled ESM assessments, so 
the final sample consisted of n = 53 participants. Baseline 
characteristics are presented in Table 1. The proportion of 
female participants was higher in the subgroup endorsing 
subclinical depressive symptoms below the median.

The majority of included participants (n = 51; 96%) used 
the study smartphone for 6 days as intended. One partici-
pant turned off the smartphone prematurely after 4 days, and 
another participant kept it on for 7 days, resulting in a grand 
mean of 5.98 days of usage (SD = 0.30). Assessments were 
flagged as missing if they were dismissed, ignored, discon-
tinued, or completed more than 30 min late. The proportion 
of missing or late assessments was 20.4% for the fixed pro-
spective/retrospective assessments and 17.1% for pseudo-
random assessments of affect, resulting in 18.3% missing 
assessments overall.

Between‑person associations of subclinical 
depressive symptoms and negative expectations

Results of simple linear regression analyses with BCa boot-
strapping are presented Table 2. Higher subclinical depres-
sive symptoms were associated with stronger expected nega-
tive emotions across interpersonal interactions (i.e., negative 
expectations) during the 6-day ESM period, as indicated by a 

Table 1  Baseline characteristics 
(n = 53) for the whole 
sample, below median, and 
above median of subclinical 
depression (median = 1.29)

DASS-21-D  DASS-21 depression subscale, scores ranging from 1 to 4; In case of unequal variances (sig-
nificant Levene’s test), we report corrected degrees of freedom and associated p-values based on the Sat-
terthwaite approximation provided by SPSS 27

Baseline characteristic Overall (n = 53) Low subclini-
cal depression 
(n = 29)

High subclini-
cal depression 
(n = 24)

Statistic (df), p

Age; M (SD) 21.8 (2.1) 21.6 (2.0) 21.9 (2.3) t(51) = 0.507, p = .615
Gender; female/male 46/7 28/1 18/6 χ2(1) = 5.231, p = .038
Education years; M (SD) 14.3 (1.8) 14.3 (1.5) 14.3 (2.1) t(51) = 0.108, p = .914
DASS-21-D; M (SD) 1.6 (0.6) 1.2 (0.1) 2.1 (0.6) t(25) = 7.584, p < .001
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conventional significance test as well as robust BCa bootstrap 
significance testing. In contrast, there was no effect of sub-
clinical depressive symptoms on actually experienced negative 
emotions during interpersonal interactions (i.e., negative expe-
riences). While the conventional p-value indicated no effect of 
subclinical depressive symptoms on the day-to-day variability 
of negative expectations, robust bootstrapping indicated sig-
nificant effects. Irrespective of this inconsistency, either result 
contradicts our hypothesis that stronger subclinical depressive 
symptoms are associated with more stable (negative) expecta-
tions. Bootstrapping even suggests that the variability of nega-
tive expectations could be larger when subclinical depressive 
symptoms are higher. Lastly, we found no effect of subclinical 
depressive symptoms on averaged expectation violations.

Given that the proportion of female participants differed 
between people above versus below the median of subclini-
cal depressive symptoms (see Table 1), we repeated analyses 
presented in Table 2 with gender as a covariate. Adding gender 
as a covariate did not change the direction or significance of 
effects.

Negative interpersonal expectations 
as within‑person precursors of negative affect

Within-person fluctuations of negative expectations did not 
predict negative affect during subsequent hours of the day (see 
Table 3), which was supported by a hybrid model, indicating 
that person-mean values of negative expectations were associ-
ated with momentary negative affect (b = 1.507, SE = 0.371, 
t(df) = 4.064 (56.29), p < .001) whereas momentary fluctua-
tions of negative expectations were not (b = 0.044, SE = 0.077, 
t(df) = 0.570 (1595.72), p = .569). This pattern of results sug-
gests that it is not the ebb and flow of expectations which 
predicts fluctuations of negative affect, but instead a person’s 
“general” negativity of expectations.

Negative interpersonal experiences 
as within‑person precursors of negative affect

The effects of negative experiences on negative affect were 
similar to those of negative expectations (see Table 3). 
Whereas moment-to-moment fluctuations of negative 
experiences did not predict subsequent negative affect 
in the hybrid model (b = 0.190, SE = 0.119, t(df) = 1.599 
(330.55), p = .111), the tendency to report stronger nega-
tive interpersonal experiences on average did predict neg-
ative affect (b = 1.379, SE = 0.325, t(df) = 4.241 (51.12), 
p < .001).

Expectation violations as within‑person precursors 
of negative affect

The worse an interaction was when compared to a per-
son’s expectations, the more negative affect was reported 
in subsequent hours of the day (Table 3). Accordingly, a 
better-than-expected interaction resulted in less negative 
affect. We examined whether this effect differed depending 
on the level of subclinical depressive symptoms but there 
was no interaction (see Table 3, model 4).

Table 2  Subclinical depressive symptom severity as a predictor of aggregated interpersonal expectations, experiences, expectation variation, and 
expectation violations in linear regression (n = 53)

Negative expectations expected negative emotions towards an interaction partner, ranging from 1 to 7, negative experiences actually experienced 
negative emotions towards an interaction partner, ranging from 1 to 7, Expectation variability within person day-to-day Standard Deviation, 
expectation violations difference between each expectation and the corresponding experience, aggregated across ESM phase, p (Bootstrap) two-
sided Bootstrap-significance, Bootstrap CI bootstrap confidence intervals

Outcome b SE t(df) p p (Bootstrap) Bootstrap CI

Negative expectations 0.144 0.065 2.222 (51) .031 .022 [0.041, 0.307]
Negative experiences 0.103 0.071 1.443 (51) .155 .122 [− 0.010, 0.277]
Expectation variability 0.086 0.055 1.575 (51) .121 .029 [0.001, 0.163]
Expectation violations − 0.037 0.038 0.992 (51) .326 .211 [− 0.103, 0.005]

Table 3  Within-person precursors of negative affect in moment-to-
moment lagged linear mixed models

All models include fixed intercepts (coefficients not displayed) and 
random intercepts. Model 4 included main effects of expectation 
violations and subclinical depressive symptoms (coefficients not dis-
played)

Precursor b SE t(df) p

Model 1: Neg. expectations 0.213 0.240 0.888 (227.02) .375
Model 2: Neg. experiences 0.200 0.119 1.686 (331.69) .093
Model 3: Expectation viola-

tions
0.252 0.106 2.367 (326.77) .019

Model 4: Subcl. depression × 
expectation violations

0.119 0.161 0.737 (320.70) .462
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In sum, the results presented in Table 3 indicate that it 
is not the negativity of a momentary interaction, but rather 
the unexpected negativity, which predicts subsequent 
negative affect, irrespective of the intensity of subclinical 
depressive symptoms.

Day‑to‑day adjustments of interpersonal 
expectations within persons

If a person’s interpersonal expectation does not match the 
actual experience, this should lead to an adaptive adjustment 
of expectations in a subsequent interaction with the same 
interaction partner. Adaptation of expectations represents a 
central aspect of the ViolEx model, in that individuals with 
depression are hypothesized to show an insufficient adjust-
ment of negative expectations in light of correcting experi-
ences, particularly of positive expectation violations (Kube 
et  al., 2019b). Here, we examined whether better-than-
expected expectation violations would predict the extent to 
which participants would adjust their negative expectation 
downwards when they interacted with the same person at 
least twice.

There were 154 interpersonal interactions with the same 
interaction partner provided by n = 45 participants (the 
median number of days between two interactions with the 
same partner was one). Unfortunately (both for the par-
ticipants and our analysis), only few interpersonal inter-
actions were better-than-expected interactions, namely 24 
interactions reported by n = 17 participants. The majority 
of same-partner expectations were accurate (125 accurate 
assessments; 88%). Despite this constraint, we conducted 
the analysis as planned.

As can be seen in Table 4, there was an association 
between the strength of the positive expectation violation 
and the amount of downward adjustment of negative expec-
tations from one interaction to the next (model 1). This effect 
was not moderated by the severity of subclinical depressive 
symptoms, meaning that the adjustment of negative expecta-
tions was not significantly reduced for people with higher 
depressive symptoms. Given that there was a trend in the 
hypothesized direction, we conducted an exploratory simple 
slope analysis to descriptively compare the effect of positive 
expectation violations on subsequent downward adjustments 

of negative expectations between individuals below versus 
above the median of subclinical depressive symptoms. This 
analysis must be interpreted with caution, but simple slopes 
suggest a descriptively larger reduction of negative expecta-
tions in people with low depressive symptoms (n = 16 cases; 
blow =  − 1.300, SE = 0.185, t(df) = 7.025 (19.19), p < .001) 
compared to people with high depressive symptoms (n = 8 
cases; bhigh =  − 0.657, SE = 0.224, t(df) = 2.937 (14.65), 
p = .010).

Discussion

In the present study, we tested several hypotheses derived 
from the ViolEx model (Rief & Joormann, 2019) by using 
intensive longitudinal real-world data on interpersonal inter-
actions in an undergraduate sample. On a between-person 
level, we examined whether individuals with compara-
bly higher subclinical depressive symptoms would show 
stronger and more stable negative expectations as well as 
stronger average expectation violations. On a within-subject 
level, we examined whether momentary negative expec-
tations, negative experiences (i.e., actually experienced 
negative emotions during interpersonal interactions), and 
expectation violations would predict increased subsequent 
negative affect. Lastly, we examined whether positive expec-
tation violations would predict within-person adjustments 
of negative expectations and whether people with elevated 
subclinical depressive symptoms would adjust their negative 
expectations to a lesser degree when experiencing positive 
expectation violations. Linear regression analyses indicated 
that higher subclinical depressive symptoms were associ-
ated with more negative expectations regarding interper-
sonal interactions (averaged across the 6-day ESM period), 
while there was no effect on actual negative experiences 
(i.e., negative emotions experienced during interpersonal 
interactions). This finding tentatively suggests that negative 
expectations could be more relevant to subclinical depres-
sive symptoms than actual negative experiences. In linear 
mixed model analyses of within-person associations, we 
found no effects of momentary negative expectations on 
subsequent negative affect. Instead, unexpected expecta-
tion-violating negative experiences predicted subsequent 

Table 4  Precursors of the 
adjustment of expectations in 
repeated interactions

All models include fixed intercepts (coefficients not displayed in the Table) and random intercepts; model 
2 included the main effects of subclinical depressive symptoms (b =  − 0.484, SE = 0.192, t(19.33) = 2.517, 
p = .021) and pos. expectation violation (b =  − 2.350, SE = 0.743, t(19.74) = 3.164, p = .005); the final Hes-
sian matrix of model 1 was not positive definite due to a lack of variance of random intercepts

Precursor b SE t(df) p

Model 1: Pos. expectation violation − 1.018 0.157 6.507 (22)  < .001
Model 2: Subcl. depression x pos. expecta-

tion violation
0.906 0.511 1.771 (19.74) .092
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increases of negative affect throughout the day. Lastly, we 
found that, across the whole sample, better-than-expected 
interpersonal interactions resulted in a reduction of negative 
expectations, indicating an adaptive adjustment of expecta-
tions based on recent interpersonal experiences. Contrary to 
our hypothesis, we found that the tendency to adjust negative 
expectations following unexpectedly positive interpersonal 
interactions was not dependent on the level of subclinical 
depressive symptoms. However, a statistical trend of higher 
subclinical depressive symptoms being associated with a 
reduced adjustment of expectations tentatively suggests 
that it might be worthwhile to examine this effect further 
in future studies.

The main results of our study are in line with the pre-
dictions of the ViolEx model (Kube et al., 2020b), but it 
remains unclear whether a generalization from our subclini-
cal sample to clinical populations is warranted. Despite this 
caveat, our findings can be discussed in light of the existing 
literature. For example, individuals with clinically relevant 
depression report reduced hope, higher expectations of expe-
riencing negative events as well as lower expectations for 
positive events (Thimm et al., 2013), and they overestimate 
the likelihood of negative mood in an ESM setting (Zetsche 
et al., 2019). Our findings add to this body of evidence in 
that we found that individuals with elevated subclinical 
depressive symptoms show stronger negative expectations 
in the interpersonal domain.

The study by Zetsche et al. (2019), and also other ESM 
studies on “mood forecasting” (e.g., Thompson et al., 2017) 
show that it is important to consider not only expectations 
regarding negative affect but also positive affect. In fact, 
a lack of positive expectations specifically, rather than the 
presence of negative expectations, appears to be associated 
with depression, for example in an observational longitudi-
nal study of adolescents (Horwitz et al., 2017), in a meta-
analysis of anticipatory pleasure for future experiences in 
depression (Hallford & Sharma, 2019), and in neurosci-
entific studies on blunted reward sensitivity in depression 
(Alloy et al., 2016). In hindsight, one might argue that we 
should have focused on expectations regarding a lack of 
positive emotions during interpersonal interactions but we 
decided to adhere to the pre-defined analysis plan to ensure 
methodological rigor. From a practical point of view, add-
ing additional analyses using an alternative operationaliza-
tion of negative expectations would have further inflated 
the number of analyses, increasing the risk of alpha error 
inflation. In future studies on interpersonal expectations, the 
differentiation into increased negative versus reduced posi-
tive expectations could be conceptualized in the framework 
of approach- and avoidance goals (Grosse Holtforth, et al., 
2007). In this framework, negative expectations either repre-
sent a tendency to avoid aversive interpersonal experiences 
(i.e., avoidance goals, such as being criticized) or a failure 

to achieve appetitive goals (i.e., an approach goal, such as 
being admired).

The rigidity of negative expectations despite disconfirm-
ing positive expectation violations (explained through pro-
cesses such as cognitive immunization; Kube et al., 2019b) 
is arguably one of the most important aspects of the ViolEx 
model, not least because it could be translated into targeted 
interventions (Kube et al., 2019a). Unfortunately, our data 
did not allow examining this aspect of the model in depth 
due to the small proportion of individuals who interacted 
with the same partner repeatedly and reported positive 
expectation violations. It seems to be a worthwhile endeavor 
to pursue the study of interpersonal expectation-adjustments 
in depression further, for example complemented by pro-
cesses that are well-established in neuroscience, such as 
a measure of confidence in one’s predictions (for an inte-
grative review, see Kube et al., 2020b). Confidence ratings 
could be of particular interest given that depression is linked 
to reduced specificity for positive future thinking (similar to 
autobiographic memories), whereas the specificity of nega-
tive and neutral thoughts about the future is not reduced 
(Gamble et al., 2019).

Limitations and future directions

Our results must be interpreted in light of several limi-
tations. Beyond general peculiarities of healthy student 
samples (Henrich et al., 2010), recruiting non-clinical 
participants was problematic in our case because it led to 
extremely sparse ratings of depressive symptoms, nega-
tive expectations, and negative interpersonal experiences. 
To illustrate, the mean ratings of negative expectations 
were M = 1.095 for the participants endorsing subclinical 
depressive symptoms below the median, and M = 1.376 
for participants above the median. Given that the scale 
ranged from 1 to 7, ratings showed floor effects across the 
whole sample. Although we termed the scale “negative 
expectations”, our participants rather reported very posi-
tive expectations. A concerning by-product of consistently 
positive ratings was that there was very little variation in 
ratings of negative expectations and negative experiences. 
Given that standard errors are computed using the sample 
standard deviations, this might have led to inflated test-sta-
tistics, underestimated p-values, and overestimated effect 
sizes. In sum, despite being in line with model predictions, 
the generalization of our results to populations with more 
severe depressive symptoms is problematic not only due 
to the characteristics of our sample (very young, healthy, 
educated, and predominantly female) but also due to lim-
ited variation in the data. Lastly, it is important to note that 
our analyses were not pre-registered and, although theory-
driven, to some extend exploratory. Our results require 
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independent replication in a more heterogeneous sample 
with higher levels of depressive symptoms, preferably 
people with MDD diagnoses. Despite the aforementioned 
limitations, the newly developed “prospective ESM” meth-
odology has proven feasible and well-suited to answer the 
questions at hand. Unlike retrospective assessment meth-
ods, our ESM-based measurements were not liable to 
memory biases (Ben-Zeev & Young, 2010), and we were 
able to achieve high overall adherence rates with only two 
participants showing insufficient compliance, while more 
than 80% of participants provided valid responses in the 
final sample, which is above the average response rates for 
ESM studies on mobile devices (approximately 70%; van 
Berkel et al., 2018).

If corroborated in a clinical population, our findings 
have the potential to add to advances in the development 
of cognitive-behavioral interventions, for example by maxi-
mizing the violation of dysfunctional expectations (Rief & 
Joormann, 2019) or by increasing the salience of an expec-
tation-disconfirming experience (Craske et al., 2014). Such 
interventions might be most effective in vivo using so-called 
ecological momentary interventions (Colombo et al., 2019) 
given that findings on exposure therapy for anxiety disorders 
show a renewal of conditional fear if surrounding contexts 
are changed (Bouton, 1993). Another potential treatment 
approach would be to target the rigidity of negative inter-
personal expectations by providing information that reduces 
the impact of cognitive immunization (Kube et al., 2019a), 
although it must be noted that the effect of cognitive immu-
nization is subject to debate, as a recent study failed to dem-
onstrate an effect of cognitive immunization on expectation 
updating in a non-clinical sample (Kube & Glombiewski, 
2022). Interestingly, negative mood, a central aspect of the 
present study, could be a potential moderator of the effect 
(Kube & Glombiewski, 2020).

In sum, the present study was a promising first step 
towards understanding the moment-to-moment effects of 
negative interpersonal expectations and possible associa-
tions with affect and subclinical depressive symptoms. 
The prospective ESM approach appears feasible and well-
suited to examine interpersonal processes and associated 
expectations in vivo. The preliminary findings are in line 
with sound theoretical underpinnings, and they offer path-
ways to add to existing interventions.
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